AMX AND THE PERFECT MEETING ROOM

Conference Room Solutions

Make your Next
Meeting the
Perfect Meeting
with AMX
It’s a collaborative world. Studies
show that managers spend up to
80% of their time in meetings,
while IT professionals spend an
average of 40 minutes per day
working on conference room
productivity and technology
issues.
AMX can eliminate up to 90% of all conference
room technology problems while dramatically
improving productivity. AMX ensures that your
conference room technology energizes rather than
burdens your meetings. This means you’ll spend
productive time discussing and viewing information
instead of spending valuable time troubleshooting
the equipment in the meeting room.
THE PERFECT COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT
The perfect collaborative environment begins with
efficient, behind-the-scenes management of all
your AV sources. AMX’s Enova DVX-3150HD All-InOne Presentation Switcher seamlessly manages all
your information sources so you can send the
information you want to the screens, speakers and
laptops you want – whether they’re across the table
or on the other side of the globe. And it all happens
in real time, without extra programming or
configuration.
YOU’RE IN CONTROL
The AMX Perfect Meeting Room Solution includes
Modero X Series Touch Panels, environmental
sensors and controls that give you absolute
command over your room’s lighting, screens, blinds
and other environmental fixtures. You can also
control the volume, choose which source is sent to
the projector, and select a secondary display - all

from a single touch panel. And it’s the same
interface you’ll see in meeting rooms throughout
your enterprise. You’re in control.
REDUCE COSTS
AMX’s solution reduces the total cost of meeting
room technology ownership by up to 40%. In
addition
to
reducing
programming
and
maintenance costs, the AMX solution reduces
energy costs by monitoring the status of devices
and shutting them down when they are not in use.
SIMPLIFY SUPPORT
Corporations can significantly reduce their support
costs, optimize energy usage and extend the useful
life of devices with AMX’s Resource Management
Suite. This software allows support staff to centrally
manage and monitor equipment, and to eliminate
energy wastage by powering equipment down
when not in use.
With AMX as the core of your conference room AV
technology, your next meeting is always the perfect
meeting.
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